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List of dialects of English - Wikipedia
Social and regional varieties of English American English
Following subchapters will focus on scrutinizing and
differentiating between the focal and around the world
respectively, together with the definition of Standard
English.
American English
What makes it standard is that some speakers of American
English have the social power to impose the variety of English
they happen to use on speakers of.
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American English, variety of the English language spoken in
the United States. .. or social speech characteristics or to
speak standard American English.
African American English
General American can be seen as the Standard English of North
America, but in contrast to Received Pronunciation, it is not
defined by social reputation or a.
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A dialect in its broad sense is the variation of a standard
norm of a particular language. in a way that other sectors can
recognize and distinguish them. ( rich kids) who blend
American English twang and Spanish mestizo.

The following is a list of dialects of English. Dialects are
linguistic varieties which may differ in Dialects can be
associated not only with place, but also with particular
social groups. British and American English are the reference
norms for English as spoken, written, and taught in the rest
of the world, excluding countries.

American English sometimes called United States English or
U.S. English, is the set of varieties .. In many areas and
idiolects, a distinction between what elsewhere become
homophones through this .. While written American English is
largely standardized across the country and spoken American
English .. Social class.

American-based pronunciation standards of English. 4. since it
studies the distinctive linguistic characteristics of smaller
social groupings.
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Americans initially accepted French in Louisiana and Spanish
in California and the Southwest territories, but soon began
requiring English-only in all public transactions. These
accents exhibit differences. This main thrust of Southern
settlement went into areas suitable for plantations, extending
as far as eastern Texas.
TrudgillandJ.Itisworthmentioning,however,thatAAVEshouldnotbetreat
Within a given English-speaking country, there will often be a
form of the language considered to be Standard English — the
Standard Englishes of different countries differ, and can

themselves be considered dialects. Their children speak only
English. In these areas, English is taught as a foreign
language EFL million.
RichardNordquistisafreelancewriterandformerprofessorofEnglishandR
major difference between British and American English is that
the two attach different verb forms to nouns that are
grammatically singular but plural in sense. Humans have learnt
to make infinite use of finite means see Todd
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